1. Introduction {#sec0001}
===============

The 4^th^ industrial revolution and climate change are often seen as two interconnected megatrends ([@bib0017]). On the one hand, the 4^th^ industrial revolution is expected to deeply transform the way that the global economy, society and financial system work. Primarily, through disruptive technological advances, such as artificial intelligence, the Internet of Things, and machine learning. At the moment, the direction of this transformation is unclear, but if steered effectively, it may benefit human civilisation as well as the environment ([@bib0050]). For instance, [@bib0027] has listed several opportunities on how the 4^th^ industrial revolution may help to clean the environment. To decarbonize the industry, his list includes ideas such as green commercial vehicle fleets, 3D printing, and cloud-based computing. Nonetheless, there is also an increasing realisation that the technological revolution could exacerbate economic problems, for example in the form of unemployment or reduced wages ([@bib0002]).

On the other hand, due to growing anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions, there has been a continuous increase in the possibility of a catastrophic climate change ([@bib0026]). The climate is rapidly changing and planet Earth is warming, potentially more than the targeted increase to a maximum of 2 °C above pre-industrial levels ([@bib0112]). Climate change is not only an existential threat to humankind in the developing world but also an important challenge for advanced countries including the UK.[1](#cit_1){ref-type="fn"} Already today, the UK is suffering from climate change, manifested in a rising number of extreme weather events, warmer winters and hotter summers, rising sea levels of around 3mm a year, and changing rainfall patterns ([@bib0046]). The health consequences of extreme weather events are comparatively large in the UK. The heatwave in 2003 has taken the life of two thousand people. Similarly, the 2007 disastrous flooding is regarded as a sign of climate change, which has not only adversely affected 55,000 homes and killed 13 people but also amounted for economic losses of about £3.2 billion. Subsequently, the UK government has faced an average flooding loss of about £1.5 billion per year in the last two decades. These extreme events are economically and socially detrimental and pose multifaceted challenges to the UK. Given the amount of damages caused to the UK economy, a climate emergency with a set of serious actions is required to lower the rising carbon emissions that can protect the UK economy and environmental quality ([@bib0026]).

The Climate Change Act of 2008 had provided a legally binding framework to the UK government to regularly assess the risk arising from climate change, mitigate national greenhouse gas emissions, and prepare a climate change adaptation strategy ([@bib0047]). This important legislation established the world\'s first climate change target that is binding by law. Specifically, as compared to the 1990 baseline, the UK was expected to reduce carbon emissions by 80% till 2050 ([@bib0045]).[2](#cit_2){ref-type="fn"} Furthermore, the UK has joined hands with the other 194 countries ratifying the Paris Agreement of 2015. The Paris Agreement was drafted in line with the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCC), which calls upon the international community to tackle rising carbon emissions through greater regulatory efforts and financial capacities. It is quite likely that, if the UK among the other international partners fails to achieve its nationally determined reduction targets, then it has to face more flooding, greater pressure on scarce water resources, damage to natural or wildlife habitats, and occupational health risks from heatwaves ([@bib0026]). Considering the severity of climate change and the UK Climate Change and Risk Assessment, stating that the right time is now for the UK government to act on these challenges ([@bib0046]), the UK government decided to speed up its efforts. Hence, instead of the 80% reduction goal, the UK became the first major economy to pass a net-zero emissions law, targeting a 100% reduction of carbon dioxide (CO~2~) emissions by 2050 ([@bib0048]). However, without appropriate actions, based on thorough empirical evidence about the factors causing CO~2~ emissions in the long run, the facts on the ground will not change.

Economic activity is often considered as the main driver of CO~2~ emissions. Indeed, economic growth is essential to improve the lives of the people. The notion of the Environmental Kuznets Curve (EKC) suggests that in the long run, people with better income and environmental education will demand better environmental quality. Better environmental quality is beneficial both for higher economic growth as well as for the quality of life of the human. This is the key environmental protection mechanism of the EKC hypothesis. The evidence on the EKC hypothesis can be best described as mixed ([@bib0083]; [@bib0009]; [@bib0084]; [@bib0078]; [@bib0092]). This contrast suggests that we shall see the growth-emissions nexus in a broader context and account for country-level differences as well as other factors. Putting this together with the environmental ambitions of the UK government, it is important to see how the economic growth-emissions nexus prevails in the UK. In addition to economic growth, financial development is also considered to play a vital role in the dynamics of greenhouse gas emissions ([@bib0019]; [@bib0016]; [@bib0078]; [@bib0102], [@bib0103], [@bib0105]a, [@bib0109]a). Resource allocation by the financial sector has the potential to influence emission levels ([@bib0117]; [@bib0056]; [@bib0128]; [@bib0102], 2016). For instance, financial development can help firms in developed countries to adopt better technologies, which can enable them to realize economies of scale in the production process, creating lower pollution levels. The financial sector is of particular importance for the UK, which has one of the largest and well-developed financial sectors in the world. By its size, the UK is the 5^th^ largest economy in the world, whereas its financial sector tops the list of the Global Financial Centre Index ([@bib0124]). This raises the question of how financial development in the UK impacts the quality of the natural environment. Last but not least, innovation and technological improvements through research and development (R&D) expenditures are not only an important driver of economic growth ([@bib0039]; [@bib0074]) but also considered as another important determinant of carbon emissions for developed and developing countries ([@bib0023]). For instance, it may be argued that developed countries, such as the UK, with their higher income levels, can expect greater technological progress resulting from higher investments on R&D. These expenditures may enable them to adopt energy-saving and carbon-reducing efficient technologies ([@bib0023]). The adoption of efficient technologies may help the UK economy to reduce the usage of earth\'s natural resources and reduce environmental pollution ([@bib0030]) through proper waste management and the internalization of pollution ([@bib0011]). Therefore, R&D expenditures are crucial to meet ecological challenges, such as biodiversity loss, frequent flooding, and temperature increases.

This study contributes to the literature in four aspects: (i) It empirically examines the effects of economic growth, financial development, R&D expenditures, and energy consumption on environmental quality in a carbon emissions modelling framework for the UK, covering the historical period from 1870--2017. (ii) The single unknown structural break unit root test is applied to decide on the order of integration of variables. (iii) The bootstrapped auto-regressive distributive lag model (BARDL) is applied to examine the long-run relationship between the variables. As robustness tests, we use ARDL bounds testing and [@bib0059] cointegration approaches. (iv) Both variance decomposition analysis and impulse response function as part of the innovative accounting approach are employed to gauge the direction of causality in the carbon emissions model. Our study also differs from some of the existing studies on the subject (e.g. [@bib0019]; [@bib0016]; [@bib0078]; [@bib0102], [@bib0103]; [@bib0105]a, [@bib0109]a) by employing long-run historical data for modelling the carbon emissions function. The use of historical data is equally important for research scholars and policymakers, because it captures the lag effect of past information on environmental quality.[3](#cit_3){ref-type="fn"} The empirical results confirm the presence of cointegration between carbon emissions and its determinants for the UK economy. Furthermore, financial development and energy consumption impede environmental quality by increasing carbon emissions, whereas R&D expenditures enhance environmental quality. The inverted U-shaped EKC hypothesis between carbon emissions and economic growth is validated for the UK. Inverted U-shaped relationships are also detected between carbon emissions and other determinants. These results help to draw interferences and policy recommendation on how the UK may achieve its commitment to net-zero emissions.

The remaining sections of the study include the following: [Section 2](#sec0002){ref-type="sec"} critically discusses the existing evidence on the subject. In [Section 3](#sec0006){ref-type="sec"}, both the empirical approach and dataset are discussed. In [Section 4](#sec0009){ref-type="sec"}, the empirical results are presented and discussed. [Section 5](#sec0016){ref-type="sec"} provides robustness tests. [Section 6](#sec0017){ref-type="sec"} concludes with policy implications.

2. Literature Review {#sec0002}
====================

2.1. Economic Growth & Carbon Emissions Nexus {#sec0003}
---------------------------------------------

Economic growth, that is often measured in the form of gross domestic product (GDP) and is a sign of economic development, has been one of the core economic policy objectives. Undoubtedly, economic progress is essential for countries to mitigate poverty and build up infrastructure in the long run. Yet, higher growth resulting from greater economic activities, requires a higher usage of energy. Greater use of non-renewable energy sources, such as coal, crude oil, and natural gas, rather than renewable energy in economic activities may result in environmental degradation through the increase of carbon emissions. In this context, the question is: at what cost of ecological or environmental health is higher economic growth desirable? This has become a matter of concern for policymakers, governments, and ecologists with ever-increasing globalization, rapid climate change, and global warming. Therefore, researchers have aimed to empirically understand the linkage between economic growth and carbon emissions.

Rooted in the EKC hypothesis, many studies have investigated the role of economic growth not only in the EKC modelling framework but also its wider consideration in the policymaking for climate change and sustainability. The studies based on the EKC hypothesis have produced inconclusive findings. For instance, inconclusive results are reported in the study by [@bib0009] on a panel sample of 15 countries. [@bib0083] analysis, using time series data for 8 countries, i.e. China, Brazil, Japan, Egypt, Nigeria, Mexico, South Africa, and South Korea, also found mixed results. Inverted U-shaped EKCs were found in the case of South Korea and Japan, whereas N-shaped EKCs were reported for the remaining six countries. Such mixed findings may be associated with the differences in the development level as well as in the energy mix (renewable vs non-renewable) in each country. In another study on 43 developing economies, [@bib0076] reported that improved environmental quality is only found in the Middle Eastern and South Asian countries. A study by [@bib0104] using a time series framework for India, found a significant role of economic growth for environmental quality. In contrast, [@bib0110] found that economic growth deteriorates environmental quality in Japan. Similarly, in a study on 27 developed economies, [@bib0004] found that environmental quality is improved with high levels of economic growth only in the long term, not in the short term. By using a comprehensive panel dataset for 26 OECD and 52 emerging economies, [@bib0084] found evidence of an N-shaped (inverted N-shaped) relationship between growth and environmental degradation for OECD (emerging) countries. As the EKC hypothesis was not supported, these findings led them to argue that economic growth alone may not be sufficient to enhance environmental quality. Drawing on Spanish data, [@bib0034] revealed that the income elasticity between carbon emissions and income is less than one, which indicates a decreasing path in their relationship. [@bib0036] found that economic growth benefits the UK economy while improving environmental quality in the long run. Both [@bib0013] for Korea and [@bib0119] for India supported the EKC hypothesis, while the studies of [@bib0116] on Chinese provinces, and [@bib0010] and [@bib0012] on the US economy revealed mixed results.[4](#cit_4){ref-type="fn"} [@bib0008] found that growth is not beneficial for long-run environmental quality in France due to its harmful carbon effect on the atmosphere. [@bib0078] on ASEAN reported very weak evidence of the EKC hypothesis, whereas the study by [@bib0092] on European economies and [@bib0112] on the US reported strong evidence of the EKC hypothesis, suggesting crucial differences among countries.

2.2. Financial Development & Carbon Emissions Nexus {#sec0004}
---------------------------------------------------

The financial sector plays an essential role in economic growth and development ([@bib0077]). Finance coming from financial and non-financial institutions enables countries to grow, eradicate poverty, and utilize limited financial resources ([@bib0093]). Similarly, energy financing is important for a country to engage in promoting environmental sustainability. The issue of climate change becomes difficult to handle by governments if energy financing is not utilized efficiently or not considered by the policymakers in the formulation of climate policy. Given the growth and ecological implications of financial development, most of the studies in the field of energy economics argue that increased growth due to financial depth and development is the key driver of rising energy consumption ([@bib0095], [@bib0096]; [@bib0055]; [@bib0103], [@bib0108]). From a theoretical point of view, financial development has dual effects on the pollution level. On the one hand, the finance possessing wealth effect may degrade environmental quality ([@bib0037]; [@bib0028]; [@bib0095], [@bib0096]; [@bib0104]). For instance, low cost of capital may motivate firms to produce more, which leads to rising energy consumption ([@bib0070]). The higher consumption of energy pollutes the atmosphere ([@bib0028]; [@bib0096]). Furthermore, less costly banking loans can increase CO~2~ emissions by enabling consumers to excessively use energy ([@bib0095]; [@bib0128]; [@bib0070]). On the other hand, financing helps economies to improve environmental quality by using imported pollution abatement technology ([@bib0024]; [@bib0118]; [@bib0117]). That is, business enterprises with easier access to banking loans import green technologies and reduce CO~2~ emissions by internalizing the negative externality (e.g. the pollution level). In so doing, the business enterprises not only protect the environment by implementing better pollution control mechanisms but also enable countries to build up green economies by advancing low-carbon business activities ([@bib0118]; [@bib0024]).

There are three strands of literature on the linkage between financial development and pollution. The *first* strand detected negative effects of financial development on the pollution level. For instance, [@bib0118] found a beneficial effect of financial development on the environment in *BRICS* countries and [@bib0056] in China. In their studies, [@bib0102], [@bib0103], [@bib0109]) found a pollution level dampening effect of financial development for the Malaysian, South African, and French economies. [@bib0001] and [@bib0062] detected similar effects for Pakistan and Turkey, respectively. [@bib0031] using panel data for a sample of top countries listed in the renewable attractiveness index, found that financial development reduced the level of pollution discharged into the atmosphere. Moreover, [@bib0122] using panel data on 30 Chinese provinces, found that development in the banking sector and the stock market is effective in curbing the pollution level. They further argued that the Chinese government should strengthen the green finance policy by developing inter-provincial coordination and interaction.

The *second* strand of the literature suggests a positive relationship between financial development and the pollution level. For instance, [@bib0105], [@bib0106]) using the comprehensive financial index for Pakistan and Portugal, found that development in the banking sector matters more for environmental degradation. Subsequently, the studies by [@bib0057] on Pakistan and [@bib0097] on Kuwait found that development in the financial system is harmful to the natural environment. [@bib0078] further reported that development in the financial sector weighs on environmental quality in the ASEAN region. The *third* strand of literature draws an insignificant relationship between development in the financial sector and the pollution level. For instance, [@bib0085] on Turkey and [@bib0082] on 12 MENA countries found an insignificant effect of financial development. In another study on 27 European countries, the neutral effect is noted between development in the financial sector and pollution by [@bib0025].

2.3. Research & Development (R&D) Expenditures & Carbon Emissions Nexus {#sec0005}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

[@bib0098] argued that 'change in technology' enters the production process in the forms of inventions and innovations. Research and development (R&D) expenditures are required to make the innovation process successful. Furthermore, the diffusion process is likely to happen when both invention and innovation are adopted by individuals, business firms, and governments. Subsequently, [@bib0094] in his endogenous growth theory argued that the role of technological change is also essential in the process of economic growth. Technological change as an endogenous variable enters in the production process to grow at a larger scale and helps the market to function smoothly. In this context, [@bib0121] argued that technological change also plays a vital role in curbing environmental pollution. Environmental quality improvement is possible if the producers use energy-efficient technology in the production process ([@bib0018]). Thus, while dealing with climate change and global warming, it is advisable for policymakers and governments to consider not only economic growth and financial development but also energy innovation in the production process to reduce energy usage pollution ([@bib0061]). One reason is that financial investments required in energy innovation have been increasingly important, because of their capacity in the reduction of carbon emissions. A low carbon economy supported by energy innovations may also enable a green and sustainable future ([@bib0007]; [@bib0040]). [@bib0035] identified the role of energy innovation as a 'pollution internalizing strategy' in combating climate change, global warming, and promoting sustainable development in the long run.

Energy innovation not only decreases the usage of energy required for economic activity but also reduces the intensity of the pollution level ([@bib0042]; [@bib0032]). Governmental subsidies enable corporate firms to focus on energy innovation, which is beneficial for promoting sustainable quality of the natural environment ([@bib0081]; [@bib0021]). For instance, renewable energy consumption helps firms to increase their business activity without hampering the quality of the natural environment ([@bib0049]; [@bib0067]). By looking into environmental issues, many researchers have used technological innovations as one of the control variables in environmental degradation modelling with the usage of different econometric methods. For instance, [@bib0125] analysed the nexus between climate change and rates of technological change. [@bib0060] argued that R&D investments in energy innovation can lead to a reduction in carbon emissions. Moreover, the climate change challenge may be handled at lower costs, if energy-saving technology is utilized in economic activities ([@bib0080]). [@bib0115] also indicated that technological innovations reduce energy consumption by improving energy efficiency, and thus help to reduce carbon emissions. Similarly, [@bib0114] identified energy-saving technology as one of the effective instruments to lower the pollution level. In contrast, [@bib0087] argued that environmental quality gains from optimal pollution control are more important than the role of technology

[@bib0061] focusing on the Canadian economy investigated the role of energy innovation as a pollution-reducing strategy. To achieve the international greenhouse gas emissions targets, they suggest that the government and industry need to advance clean energy through fiscal investments in energy innovation. [@bib0058] explored the relationship between energy technology innovation and environmental quality in China and found that energy innovation reduces carbon emissions. On the policy side, they argued that the Chinese government should invest more in innovations in the energy industry to increase energy efficiency and reduce the burden on the usage of natural resources. [@bib0041] using panel data on OECD countries reported that renewable energy consumption and spending on R&D contributes to a cleaner environment, whereas other R&D variables, such as triadic patent families and the number of researchers also positively influence it. In a study on G-6 countries that employed firm-level data, [@bib0003] found that R&D investment helps firms to protect the quality of the natural environment. Their findings also supported the fundamental argument of the natural resource-based view, indicating that the employment of firm\'s resources and capabilities on environment-friendly activities enables a firm to achieve sustainable competitiveness by improving energy efficiency and reducing carbon intensities. In a contemporary study on 19 high-income OECD countries, [@bib0064] found that fossil fuel energy R&D investment contributes to the pollution level, whereas renewable energy R&D investment does not have any effect. On the policy side, [@bib0006] argued that energy innovation should be given a priority in sustainable environmental policymaking.

3. Theoretical Construction, Methodology and Data {#sec0006}
=================================================

3.1. Theoretical Construction and Data {#sec0007}
--------------------------------------

Numerous studies have investigated the EKC framework and reported inconclusive empirical results ([@bib0111]). Besides economic growth, factors influencing the pollution level include, among others, institutional quality and democracy ([@bib0117]; [@bib0126]), financial development ([@bib0078], [@bib0092]), trade measures such as trade openness and FDI ([@bib0052]; [@bib0053]), urbanization ([@bib0092]), transportation ([@bib0079]), general as well as energy innovations ([@bib0109]; [@bib0123]), and government environmental expenditures ([@bib0051]). Although existing studies also treated financial development as an important determinant in pollution modelling, ambiguous results are reported ([@bib0127]). In search of the potential determinant of environmental quality, [@bib0023] added the R&D intensity to the carbon emissions function and found an uncertain effect of R&D intensity on carbon emissions.[5](#cit_5){ref-type="fn"} This further warrants for empirical investigation of the EKC hypothesis by considering development in the financial system, R&D expenditures, economic growth, and energy consumption as determinants of emissions, while employing time-series approaches on a country-specific dataset.

This study employs an EKC framework to empirically analyze the environmental consequences of economic growth, development in the financial system, and R&D expenditures for the UK. There are environmental health consequences of development in the financial system ([@bib0105]). The development in financial markets may affect the pollution level by not only reducing financial cost but also allocating financial resources to fund projects for purchasing clean and energy-efficient technology, which in result, may benefit economies in protecting the natural environment ([@bib0118]). The development in the financial system with strong institutional quality enables the government of an economy to direct local and foreign investors for using clean and energy-saving technology. This is a sign of stringent environmental regulation, which not only increases productivity in the production process but also adds to the sustainability of the natural environment. Furthermore, growth in the financial system stimulates business opportunities by providing cheaper loans for productive ventures that also stimulates economic activity and increases energy demand, which degrades the quality of the natural environment. The growth in the financial system via financial intermediation encourages the people to buy household items, such as motorbikes, cars, air-conditioners, refrigerators, and washing machines etc. This is another source of energy demand that increases carbon emissions via financial development ([@bib0095]; [@bib0128]). Last but not least, financial development also contributes to carbon emissions by assisting pubic companies in lessening financial and operational cost (risk), spreading financial linkages, and allocating financial resources to new and productive ventures that stimulate energy demand and hence, increase environmental degradation through rising CO~2~ emissions.

[@bib0037] cited that growth in the financial system encourages firms to increase R&D expenditures such that energy-efficient and environmental-friendly technologies are introduced. Similarly, endogenous growth theory also indicates the pivotal role of technological advancement, through which firm\'s investments in R&D not only bring efficiency in the production process but also enhance a better usage of natural resources. This reveals that growth in income is accompanied with the affordability of investments in R&D and a better adoption of efficient technologies, which, as a result, may improve environmental quality as well ([@bib0065]; [@bib0030]). Moreover, [@bib0011] unveiled that investments in R&D improve environmental quality if the environmental management system is strong enough to ensure proper waste management. An increase in R&D expenditures stimulates economic activity, entailing increased domestic output, and hence trade that may increase carbon emissions via a scale effect. It is noted that the adoption of new technology has the potential to improve efficiency, incentivising firms to increase domestic output, which may require more usage of energy resources (or natural resources) and may harm environmental quality ([@bib0023]). Moreover, energy consumption can be detrimental to the natural environment when the massive use of energy resources pollutes the environment by discharging emissions into the atmosphere ([@bib0104]). On the other hand, energy consumption can contribute to the betterment of the natural environment if clean energy is used extensively in economic activities.

Based on the theoretical and empirical discussions, we model the general carbon emissions function, considering economic growth, financial development, energy consumption, and R&D expenditures as determinants of environmental quality using historical data for the UK economy spanning well over 147 years from 1870 to 2017. The general form of the extended pollution function is modelled as follows:$$C_{t} = f\left( Y_{t},\, Y_{t}^{2},\, R_{t},\, F_{t},\, E_{t} \right)$$

The logarithmic transformation is performed on all variables by taking the natural-log. Moreover, we converted the data into per capita units. The empirical equation of the extended carbon emissions function can be specified as:$$\ln C_{t} = \beta_{0} + \beta_{1}\ln Y_{t} + \beta_{2}\ln\, Y_{t}^{2} + \beta_{3}\ln\, R_{t} + \beta_{4}\ln\, F_{t} + \beta_{5}\ln\, E_{t} + \mu_{i}$$where, ln  *C~t~, Y~t~*, $Y_{t}^{2}$, *R~t~, F~t~, E~t~* and *μ~i~* are natural log of carbon emissions, real GDP, squared of real GDP, R&D expenditures, broad money as a proxy for financial development, energy consumption, and the residual term with the assumption of normality. The relationship between economic growth and the pollution level has an inverted U-shape in case *β* ~1~ \> 0 and *β* ~2~ \< 0. R&D expenditures are environmentally friendly if *β* ~3~ \< 0, otherwise it will increase carbon emissions. Financial development improves environmental quality if *β* ~4~ \< 0. We further extend the carbon emissions function by considering square terms of financial development and R&D expenditures to examine whether the relationships between development in the financial system, R&D expenditures, and the pollution level is inverted U-shaped or not. It may be noted that the pollution level is positively associated with development in the financial system, and beyond a threshold level, it is also negatively linked with development in the financial system. This reflects the improved quality of the natural environment due to a better financial system in long run. When the countries wish to grow, they need to use services of financial institutions but at the cost of environmental health in short run. When the countries further wish to grow, they need to take care of environmental health in the long run with increased finance. The increased finance makes it possible to have better environmental health by helping economies to use more imported energy-saving technology in production.

We further extend the carbon emissions function by considering squared terms of financial development and R&D expenditures to examine whether the relationship between these variables and carbon emissions follows an inverted U-shape. It is argued that carbon emissions are accompanied by financial development and after reaching a threshold level of financial development, further development improves environmental quality and lowers carbon emissions. This implies that initially, the focus of the financial sector remains on the allocation of resources to investment projects to boost economic activity (the scale effect), which increases energy demand and hence environmental degradation. After reaching the threshold level of income per capita, the financial sector starts distributing resources to firms who adopt energy-efficient technology (the technique effect) for domestic production following environmental regulations implemented by the government (on public demand). This in result raises energy efficiency, which improves environmental quality by reducing carbon emissions. Similarly, with regard to R&D expenditures, it is crucial to account for the non-linearity in its association with carbon emissions. Intuitively, we postulate that R&D expenditures involve economic activity, which increase carbon emissions initially. This implies that in the short run, there would be a positive impact of R&D expenditures on carbon emissions. However, long terms net gains are expected, as R&D investments stimulate the development of innovation and sustainable solutions for increasing domestic production. Concomitantly, we would expect that in the long run, there is a negative impact of R&D expenditures on carbon emissions leading to an improvement of environmental quality. Therefore, we expect a quadratic relationship between R&D expenditures and carbon emissions that is inverted U-shaped. Thus, the carbon emissions function is extended by including squared terms of financial development (*F~t~*) and R&D expenditures (*R~t~*) in equation-2, and equation-3 is modelled as follows:$$\ln C_{t} = \alpha_{0} + \alpha_{1}\ln Y_{t} + \alpha_{2}\ln\, Y_{t}^{2} + \alpha_{3}\ln\, F_{t} + \alpha_{4}\ln F_{t}^{2} + \alpha_{5}\ln\, R_{t} + \alpha_{6}\ln R_{t}^{2} + \alpha_{7}\ln\, E_{t} + \mu_{i}$$

Association between emissions and financial development is supposed to be inverted U-shape if *α* ~3~ \> 0 and *α* ~4~ \< 0, and U-shaped if *α* ~3~ \< 0 and *α* ~4~ \> 0. Similarly, *α* ~5~ \> 0, *α* ~6~ \< 0 would imply an inverted U-shaped relationship between emissions and R&D, and *α* ~5~ \< 0 and *α* ~6~ \> 0 would confirm the presence of a U-shaped association.

This study drew on a very long historical data set on the United Kingdom, spanning over 147 years from 1870--2017. The data on R&D expenditures are obtained from [@bib0069]. The GDP data is collected from [@bib0068]. The data on emissions is collected from the Carbon Dioxide Information and Analysis Center (CDIAC) database ([@bib0071]). For energy consumption, the data is obtained from [@bib0088]. Broad money (M2) is used as a measure of financial development and data is collected from the Global Financial Data database. All the data series are converted into per capita units using population data obtained from [@bib0068].[6](#cit_6){ref-type="fn"}

3.2. Bootstrapping-ARDL Approach {#sec0008}
--------------------------------

For the analysis of cointegration, this study draws on the seminal work by [@bib0072] and employs a bootstrapping ARDL cointegration framework. The novelty of this framework is that it accounts for the limitations, such as weak size and power properties, which the traditional ARDL approach suggested by [@bib0089], [@bib0091]) ignores. Furthermore, capitalizing on the traditional ARDL bounds testing framework, the bootstrapping ADRL incorporates advanced testing of the F-test to the increased power. Specifically, we go a lot further than the conventional ARDL bounds testing approach ([@bib0091]) and in so doing, we employ three tests to determine cointegration between the variables. In a traditional ARDL, conditions of statistical significance of the error correction term and lagged variables help to conclude on the presence or absence of cointegration ([@bib0091]). In case the lagged dependent variable is statistically significant in the error correction term, we conclude that the first condition holds. If the lagged explanatory variables are shown to be significant, it suggests that the second condition holds. The critical (upper and lower) bounds testing devised by [@bib0091] is only applicable in the second case. Under the first case condition where we have a statistically significant error correction term coefficient, we can proceed with the estimation of the order of integration *I*(1) of both the response and the explanatory variables. However, an important factor at this juncture is that the conventional approach to unit root testing might not be the appropriate methods of testing for the order of integration, as they have low power and explanatory properties ([@bib0044]). The bootstrapping ARDL framework proposed by [@bib0072], can address this issue as their Monte Carlo simulations of the test statistics show that the critical values through bootstrapping yield greater power and size properties. The benefit of this approach is that it is particularly effective even when we have a small sample size and dynamic time-series models. Nonetheless, the order of integration of variables does not cast doubts on the applicability of the approach ([@bib0044]). Concomitantly, with these advantages, the bootstrapping ARDL approach can easily address several issues, which may arise in the traditional ADRL bound testing framework, such as the problem of inconclusive cases (area) in the results ([@bib0072])[7](#cit_7){ref-type="fn"} . To reiterate, the conventional ARDL approach focuses on the bounds based on the data generating process where the order of integration of the underlying series is either I(0) or I(1). This led [@bib0075] to argue that critical bounds, which were put forward by [@bib0091], can lead to inconclusive results and are suitable only for long-span data samples. However, the bootstrapping approach eliminates the likelihood of indecisiveness, which may happen in the traditional approach to cointegration. Another novel feature of the bootstrapping ARDL bounds testing approach is its effectiveness for dynamic models with multiple independent variables. It may appear an unimportant issue but is crucial to account for as the strict exogeneity of explanatory variables is required for the critical values bounds proposed by [@bib0091]. However, in reality, the relationship among macroeconomic time series does not often support the assumption of strict exogeneity. The traditional, as well as bootstrapping, can be expressed in mathematical terms. Let\'s consider an ADRL with three variables (*p*, *q*, *r*). Following [@bib0044], it can be specified as:$$y_{t} = \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{p}{{\alpha^{\prime}}_{i}y_{t - 1}} + \sum\limits_{j = 0}^{q}{{\beta^{\prime}}_{j}x_{t - 1}} + \sum\limits_{k = 0}^{r}{{\gamma^{\prime}}_{k}z_{t - k}} + \sum\limits_{l = 0}^{s}{{\tau^{\prime}}_{t,l}D_{t,l}} + \mu_{t}$$ whereas in equation-3, *l, k, j* and *i* are lag order (*l* = 0, 1, 2,...s; *k* = 0, 1, 2,...r; *j* = 0, 1, 2, ..., q; and *i* = 1, 2... p; *t* denotes time, *y~t~* is the dependent, *x~t~* and *z~t~* are independent, and *D* ~*t,\ l*~ represents a dummy variable with *τ* as its coefficient. The *β*′*s* and *γ*′*s* are the coefficients of the lagged independent variables. Lastly, *μ~t~* represents the error-term with the finite variance and zero means. Equation-4 can be specified in an error correction form as follows:$$\Delta y_{t} = \varphi y_{t - 1} + \gamma x_{t - 1} + \psi z_{t - 1} + \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{p - 1}{{\lambda^{\prime}}_{i}\Delta y_{t - 1}} + \sum\limits_{j = 1}^{q - 1}{{\delta^{\prime}}_{j}\Delta x_{t - 1}} + \sum\limits_{k = 1}^{r - 1}{{\pi^{\prime}}_{k}\Delta z_{t - k}} + \sum\limits_{l = 1}^{s - 1}{{\omega^{\prime}}_{l}\Delta D_{t,l}} + \varepsilon_{t}$$ whereas $\varphi = \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{p}\alpha_{i}$, $\gamma = \sum\limits_{j = 0}^{q}\beta_{j}$, and $\psi = \sum\limits_{k = 0}^{r}\gamma_{k}$in equation-4. The related functions in equation-3 are captured by *λ~i~, δ~J~, π~k~* and *ω~l~*. By transforming the vector auto-regression (at levels) specified in the error correction form, we can derive equation-5 from equation-4 along with a constant term ($\widetilde{c})$. Equation-5 can be estimated and then the conditional model can be specified as:$$\Delta y_{t} = \widetilde{c} + \widetilde{\varphi}y_{t - 1} + \widetilde{\gamma}x_{t - 1} + \widetilde{\psi}z_{t - 1} + \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{p - 1}{{\lambda^{\prime}}_{i}\Delta y_{t - 1}} + \sum\limits_{j = 1}^{q - 1}{{\lambda^{\prime}}_{j}\Delta x_{t - 1}} + \sum\limits_{k = 1}^{r - 1}{{\lambda^{\prime}}_{k}\Delta z_{t - 1}} + \sum\limits_{l = 1}^{s}{{{\widetilde{\omega}}^{\prime}}_{l}D_{t,l}} + \varepsilon_{t}$$

It will require us to unanimously reject all three null hypotheses to conclude on the presence of cointegration among *y~t~, x~t~* and *z~t~*. These can be stated as:i)The F~1~ test is employed based on associated error-correction terms where the null hypothesis is H~0~: $\phi = \gamma = \psi = 0$ against the alternative H~1~: any of *ϕ*, *γ*, *ψ* are different from 0.ii)Based on the explanatory variables, the F~2~ test is employed, where the null hypothesis is H~0~: $\gamma = \psi = 0$ against the alternative H~1~: either *γ* or *ψ* is different from 0.iii)The t-test is constructed on the lagged values of the response variable where the null hypothesis is H~0~: $\phi = 0$ against the alternative H~1~: *ϕ* is different from 0.

The approach proposed by [@bib0091] has often been used to generate the critical values for the F~1~ and t-tests, however, it does not account for the test statistic for the F~2~ test on the lagged explanatory variables. This limitation is addressed by a more recent study by [@bib0072], which by employing the bootstrapping approach provides critical values for all three sets of tests. Considering these benefits, we follow the approach and use the critical values of [@bib0072] that provides us with robust empirical estimates.

4. Analysis Findings {#sec0009}
====================

4.1. Correlation Analysis {#sec0010}
-------------------------

The descriptive statistics reported in Table A1 (in Appendix) suggest the presence of high volatility in R&D expenditures compared to economic growth. Energy consumption is less volatile compared to carbon emissions. Volatility in economic growth is higher than volatility stems in financial development. The normality test based on Jarque-Bera stats shows that the underlying variables are normally distributed. The correlation analysis shows the existence of a positive correlation of growth, financial development and energy consumption with emissions. However, R&D expenditures show a negative correlation with carbon emissions. All other variables show a positive correlation with each other, except the R&D expenditures and energy consumption which are found to be negatively correlated.

4.2. Unit Root Analysis {#sec0011}
-----------------------

The ADF unit root test is applied to examine the stationarity properties in the underlying dataset containing intercept and trend. The results presented in Table A2 suggest that all the variables were found to have unit root at the level, however at the first difference they were found to be stationary. In other words, our variables are integrated of order I (1). Considering that the traditional ADF ([@bib0029]) unit root test does not account for the structural breaks in the data series, we compliment the unit root testing with the approach proposed by [@bib0063]. The results in Table A2 show the presence of a structural break in the series which were non-stationary at level with intercept and trend. The breaks are 2008, 1916, 1985, 1918 and 1887 in the series of carbon emissions, economic growth, financial development, energy consumption and, R&D expenditures. These correspond to major events, such as the Global Financial Crisis of 2008--09 which led to a significant reduction in carbon emissions due to sharp decrease in economic activity. Similarly, the year of 1916 corresponds to the severity of WWI and its implications for the economy and per capita income. The break in financial development as measured by the monetary aggregates in 1985 reflects the impact of the suspension of the policy of targeting broad money in 1985[8](#cit_8){ref-type="fn"} . The break in energy consumption around 1918 corresponds to the end of WWI which led to sudden changes in energy usage. We found that carbon emissions, economic growth, financial development, energy consumption and R&D expenditures are stationary at first difference containing information of single unknown structural break in each series. This confirms that all the variables are stationary at first difference i.e. I (1).

4.3. ARDL Bounds Testing Analysis {#sec0012}
---------------------------------

The unique integration among underlying variables implies that we can proceed with the application of the bounds testing approach and finding long-run association among variables. We can only apply the cointegration test if we have variables integrated of I (0), I (1) or I (0) / I (1). To start with, we also need an information criterion for appropriate lag length selection. The ARDL-F statistic is also affected by the number of lags. The Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) is used to decide on the optimal lag length and the results are presented in Table A3 (second column 2) and with the ARDL F-stats. It shows that as the ARDL F-Stats are greater than upper critical bounds, hence the null of no cointegration has been rejected while carbon emissions, financial development, energy consumption and, R&D expenditures are treated as dependent variables. We accept the null hypothesis of no cointegration as ARDL F-statistic is less than lower critical bound when we used economic growth as the dependent variable. Overall results show the existence of four cointegrating vectors. We may conclude that the emissions of CO~2~, growth of the economy, financial development, energy consumption and, R&D expenditures have cointegration in the case of the UK from 1870 to 2017.

4.4. Bootstrap ARDL Cointegration Analysis {#sec0013}
------------------------------------------

The bootstrapping ARDL bounds testing approach to cointegration is applied and the results are presented in Table A4. We noticed the rejection of the null hypothesis of no cointegration while treating carbon emissions as dependent and all other variables as explanatory variables. The alternative hypothesis was also accepted in the light of t-test on lagged explanatory variables. At the 1% and 5% levels of statistical significance, all three testes indicate four cointegrating vectors.

The evidence of cointegration in carbon emissions function was further strengthened by the existence of four cointegrating vectors. It implies that there is a long-run association between growth, financial development, energy consumption, R&D expenditures, and carbon emissions in the UK between 1870 and 2017. This confirms the established cointegration by ARDL bounds testing approach between carbon emissions and its determinants for the UK. Diagnostic testing results reported in the 9^th^ column of Table A4, suggest that there is no issue of serial correlation. The Jarque-Bera test statistics show the normal distribution of all the variables, whereas the difference between $Q - stat$ is the studentized range distribution statistic which fails to reject the null hypothesis confirming the normal distribution of data and residual(s).

4.5. Long & Short-Run Analysis {#sec0014}
------------------------------

The results of the long-run analysis of carbon emissions function reported in [Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"} suggest that there is a positive impact of GDP growth per capita in linear terms whereas the squared terms suggest negative impact at 1% level of statistical significance. Specifically, a 1% increase in real GDP per capita is supposed to increases the emissions of carbon by about 6.1789% (4.9426%). The negative coefficient for real GDP squared term shows its decarbonising effects at a higher income level in the United Kingdom. It also confirmed the EKC for the British economy, as the relationship between income (real GDP per capita) and emissions is found to be an inverted U-shaped. In the light of the EKC hypothesis, it implies that in the beginning, the growth of income (GDP) per capita will lead to increased emissions, however after reaching a threshold, further growth will lead to a reduction in carbon emissions. In a policy context, this would employ that the growth policies in Britain should be cautious of environmental consequences which are evident in the British signing up to the Paris-Agreement, legally binding herself with zero-emissions by 2050 and most recently emphasis on other countries to raise climate ambitions in G-20 summit on June 2019 in Osaka, Japan. These findings are in line with [@bib0100] and [@bib0108] as they also found that between economic growth and carbon emissions there is an inverted-U association in the UK, contrary to [@bib0014] who argued that EKC hypothesis is not valid in the UK. Intuitively, increasing consumption of energy, significantly adds to emissions. Specifically, a 1% increase leads to increasing emissions by about 0.4534-1.9525%. Financial development also shows a positive relationship with carbon emissions, which is statistically significant as well at 1% level. It implies that financial development is not environment-friendly i.e. financial activity leads to increased emissions, impeding environment. This would suggest that the policy of curbing net emissions to zero needs to focus on financial development and its environmental consequences. Keeping other things constant, carbon emissions are expected to increase by 0.0428% as a result of 1% increase in financial development. This finding is similar to the study by [@bib0128] on China and [@bib0099] on India as both of these studies reported a positive impact of financial development on carbon emissions.Table 1Long-Run AnalysisTable 1Coeff.T-Stat.Coeff.T-Stat.Constant-21.9627-12.206-15.3684\*-7.3762ln *Y~t~*6.1789\*17.70084.9426\*8.1725$\ln Y_{t}^{2}$-0.3289\*-18.114-0.2818\*-8.3648ln *E~t~*0.4534\*\*\*1.80231.9525\*5.9478ln *F~t~*0.0428\*\*\*1.7397-1.3815\*-3.8725$\ln F_{t}^{2}$**........**0.1868\*4.1678ln *R~t~*-0.0545\*-3.40830.4079\*2.7505$\ln R_{t}^{2}$**........**-0.0721\*-3.4294*D*~2008~-0.1990\*-6.2538-0.3191\*-12.3424*R*^2^0.77800.9239$Adj - R^{2}$0.76840.9195Durbin-Watson1.88631.5793Stability AnalysisF-stat.Sig.F-stat.Sig.$\chi_{NORMAL}^{2}$0.40520.23140.45120.2204$\chi_{SERIAL}^{2}$0.18540.87650.20520.8675$\chi_{ARCH}^{2}$0.48850.24090.48080.2429$\chi_{Hetero}^{2}$0.19510.87050.30530.8665$\chi_{RESET}^{2}$1.09870.12341.90800.1114CUSUMStableStableCUSUMsqStableStable[^1]

By contrast, the results are different to the findings of [@bib0118] on BRIC countries, [@bib0056] and [@bib0127] on China, [@bib0102]) on Malaysia, [@bib0006] on OECD countries and [@bib0109] on the French economy, who reported that financial development lowers emissions and improves the environmental quality. The results on the impact of R&D expenditures were more promising as it shows a negative impact on emissions. Specifically, ceteris paribus, a 1% increase in the expenditure on R&D was to have a -0.0454% impact on emissions. The negative impact of R&D on emission is in line with the existing evidence, for instance, the studies by [@bib0118] on BRIC countries, [@bib0066] on Japan, [@bib0122] on China, [@bib0006] on OECD countries, [@bib0015] on EU-5 countries, [@bib0022] and [@bib0109] on the French economy, and [@bib0035] on the United States that also showed that R&D expenditures lower carbon emissions and resultantly, the environmental quality is improved. Surprisingly, [@bib0064] reported that emissions are positively affected by the R&D expenditures in the OECD countries. On the contrary, [@bib0023] noted that the intensity of R&D has an uncertain impact on carbon emissions. In specific to the UK, the role of R&D in meeting climate challenges and policy objectives is benign. However, as advised by the Committee on Climate Change (CCC), Britain must invest more in low-carbon innovations to hit the 2050 net-zero emissions target. Our empirical findings provide support to this notion. The dummy variable also improves environmental quality by lowering carbon emissions. This relates to the financial crisis i.e. 2007--08 and UK manufacturing industry increased her efficiency and economy shifted from heavy industry towards more advanced industry and services which reduced energy usage in the industrial sector. Similarly, the UK Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy ([@bib0120]) reported that the financial crisis is one of the factors that pushed business and industrial sectors towards energy efficiency and switching economy to lower carbon fuels, which reduced carbon emissions. The changes in the quantity of aggregate demand due to the financial crisis as well as its composition are prima facie evident in the negative impact of the crisis on carbon emissions. Conceivably, there is a positive side to it and should be seen in conjunction with the increasing importance and awareness of climate change.

In order to account for the non-linear effects of financial development as well as R&D, their squared terms have been included in carbon emissions function. The empirical results presented in [Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"} show that the linear term of financial development has positive while the quadratic term has a negative impact on carbon emissions. This suggests that the relationship between financial development and emissions is also U-shaped. The result is in line with the study by [@bib0102]) on Malaysia but it is insignificant statistically. On contrary, in a study on France, [@bib0109] reported that between financial development and carbon emissions there is inverted U-shaped relationship which made them argue that financial development initially increases emission, but after a threshold, it contributes to reducing CO~2~ emissions. In policy setting this finding has profound implications for the UK as it implies that the increasing financialization would hamper the environment through increased CO~2~ emissions. Hence, the financial policy should be focused on the allocation of finance to more efficient and environmentfriendly sectors of the economy. Green monetary and financial policies are very much required.

The results on R&D expenditure show that the linear term has a positive while the squared term has a negative impact on the emissions suggesting inverted U-shaped relationship between R&D expenditure and carbon emissions at 1% level of statistical significance. We may conclude that the EKC hypothesis is validated between R&D expenditures and carbon emissions. Empirical results are in line with [@bib0073] for OECD countries who reported the validation of R&D EKC in OECD countries. In specific to the UK it implies that R&D investment in innovation can help to cut emission to the net-zero target in the long term. Furthermore, the results do not show the autocorrelation between carbon emissions and the error term, whereas they reveal that the errors follow a normal distribution. Empirical results also indicate no issue of autocorrelation, white heteroscedasticity and auto-conditional heteroscedasticity. In terms of specification, the Ramsey RESET test confirmed the correctness of specification. Finally, model stability at 5% level of significance is confirmed by the CUSUM and the CUSUMsq tests (see [Figure 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"} ).Fig. 1CUSUM and CUSUMsqFig 1

The results of the short-run analysis reported in [Table 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"} show that the relationship between economic growth and emissions is inverted U-shaped, validating the EKC. Carbon emissions are positively associated with energy consumption, which also turned out to be the dominant factor to impede environment by increasing emissions. The relationship between financial development and emissions is also positive and significant at 5% level, suggesting that financial sector development is not environment-friendly. The expenditures on R&D also show positive while dummy variable show negative and statistically significant (10% level) impact on emissions in the short run. In the case of financial development, both linear and squared terms showed a positive impact, though results were only significant for the former. However, both linear and squared terms of R&D expenditures show a positive but statistically insignificant impact on emissions. It shows that in the short run, we do not have a U-shaped or inverted U-shaped association between R&D expenditures and financial development and emissions.Table 2Short Run AnalysisTable 2Coef.T-Stat.Coef.T-Stat.Constant-0.0030-0.9088-0.0035-1.0499Δln *Y~t~*3.5741\*\*\*1.92563.9343\*2.9299$\Delta\ln Y_{t}^{2}$-0.1996\*\*\*-1.9646-0.2174\*-2.9502Δln *E~t~*2.6062\*7.94332.5640\*22.8381Δln *F~t~*0.0860\*\*2.06340.0993\*2.9172$\Delta\ln F_{t}^{2}$**........**0.04030.4262Δln *R~t~*0.0403\*\*\*1.69370.02360.7267$\Delta\ln R_{t}^{2}$**........**0.05690.5839*D*~2008~-0.0374\*-2.9422-0.0411\*-4.1954$ECM_{t - 1}$-0.3820\*-4.0580-0.5605\*-7.7816*R*^2^0.87480.8913$Adj - R^{2}$0.86850.8873Durbin-Watson2.14212.0725Stability AnalysisF-statisticP. valueF-statisticP. value$\chi_{NORMAL}^{2}$0.22070.20200.20070.1970$\chi_{SERIAL}^{2}$0.82870.43380.80800.4408$\chi_{ARCH}^{2}$2.15150.11232.10100.1129$\chi_{ARCH}^{2}$0.10450.98171.11410.8107$\chi_{RESET}^{2}$1.35960.17621.30600.1802[^2]

The error correction term $ECM_{t - 1}$shows a negative coefficient (-0.3820) which is also statically significant at 1% level indicating the validity of long-run relationship as well the speed of adjustment. The coefficients of $ECM_{t - 1}$ are -0.3820 and-0.5605 for linear and nonlinear models, indicating that the correction from short-run disequilibrium to a long-run equilibrium is about 38.20% and 56.05% respectively. The overall value of R^2^ i.e. 0.8748 shows that the dynamics of carbon emissions are explained by the underlying explanatory variables to the extent of 87.48% out of 100% and the remaining variance of the dependent variable is done by the residual term. There was no issue of serial correlation, white heteroscedasticity and auto-conditional heteroscedasticity in the estimation of carbon emissions function. The Ramsey RESET test suggested that the model was well specified. The model stability at 5% level of significance is also validated by CUSUM and CUSUMsq tests in short-run and long-run estimated (see [Figure 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}).

4.6. Results of the Variance Decomposition Analysis and Impulse Response Functions {#sec0015}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The VECM Granger causality is one of the most widely used approaches to examine the direction of a causal relationship, but this approach does not provide the sign of relation, i.e. whether there is a negative or positive relationship. In this context, [@bib0113] proposed an innovative accounting approach (IAA) which report the sign of the causal relationship between the variables. To account for the magnitude of the causal impact of innovation from the explanatory variables, this approach entails impulse response functions and variance decomposition and can go beyond the time horizon of response variables data series (see [@bib0090], [@bib0033], and [@bib0054] for discussion on generalized forecast error variance decomposition and vector auto-regression (VAR) system). The results of variance decomposition analysis presented in [Table 3](#tbl0003){ref-type="table"} suggest that the emissions are significantly affected i.e. 75.97% by their own innovations. Among other factors, growth of the economy (5.20%), the financial sector (9.48%), energy consumption (71.3%) and R&D expenditures (2.18%) also play their role. R&D expenditures contribute to economic growth by 22.33%. The contribution by innovative shocks stemming in carbon emissions, financial development and energy consumption is minimal. A 73.58% of economic growth is contributed by its own innovations in carbon emissions contribute to financial development by 18.66%. A 9.87%, 2.13% and 0.61% is contributed to financial development by economic growth, energy consumption and R&D expenditures. There is about 68.70% variance contributed by its own innovation in financial development.Table 3Variance Decomposition (VDC) AnalysisTable 3VDC ln *C~t~*Periodln *C~t~*ln *Y~t~*ln *F~t~*ln *E~t~*ln *R~t~*1100.00000.00000.00000.00000.0000295.76451.53130.00010.12242.5814394.59862.33020.16080.14492.7653493.60592.66880.58400.25172.8894592.81572.60801.26300.52752.7855691.82022.48892.09870.92622.6658790.52332.46193.01051.44602.5581888.94732.57843.94182.05442.4777987.16642.82474.85922.72912.42051085.26783.16375.74463.44582.37791183.32563.55746.58874.18582.34231281.39523.97557.38674.93442.30791379.51344.39758.13655.68082.27151477.70214.81118.83746.41762.23161575.97275.20989.48977.13992.1877VDC ln *Y~t~*ln *C~t~*ln *Y~t~*ln *F~t~*ln *E~t~*ln *R~t~*114.72485.27530.00000.00000.000028.371291.39940.03170.13490.062637.020992.62360.06200.22630.066946.233893.08020.06520.30620.314455.750992.85710.05820.34790.985765.349292.10210.05170.35902.137774.995390.84840.04720.34853.760484.678189.17940.04410.32845.769894.398687.19600.04440.30848.0524104.154985.00580.05410.294710.4902113.941982.70440.08060.290112.9828123.752880.36700.13020.295215.4545133.581378.04720.20700.309217.8550143.422475.77900.31250.331220.1545153.273273.58170.44610.360322.3384VDCln *F~t~*ln *C~t~*ln *Y~t~*ln *F~t~*ln *E~t~*ln *R~t~*15.46962.362792.16760.00000.000025.48251.796791.68080.68280.356937.76091.293989.02981.35960.5556410.12730.960486.32351.96490.6237512.40010.883083.73512.38740.5943614.28891.132281.41762.62710.5339715.74311.715479.34592.71070.4846816.78362.577977.48872.68510.4644917.48753.629775.81352.59640.47271017.94174.775074.30152.48220.49941118.22585.933272.93912.36850.53301218.40247.047471.71412.27110.56471318.51658.084270.61202.19790.58911418.59869.028469.61622.15220.60431518.66789.877768.70952.13430.6105VDC ln *E~t~*ln *C~t~*ln *Y~t~*ln *F~t~*ln *E~t~*ln *R~t~*177.54970.53511.363720.55120.0000261.71525.74542.028026.54483.9663355.35728.63812.872728.77744.3544450.695110.11103.614331.09224.4871547.939910.47184.201233.07624.3106645.982710.36254.625434.91714.1121744.527610.09424.918936.50113.9579843.35939.82455.115437.82653.8741942.39239.60375.243538.90413.85631041.58159.43375.323639.77323.88761140.90219.30005.369840.47773.95021240.33509.18695.391041.05814.02881339.86289.08395.393241.54704.11281439.46968.98565.380741.96814.19571539.14098.89055.356942.33774.2739VDC of ln *R~t~*ln *C~t~*ln *Y~t~*ln *F~t~*ln *E~t~*ln *R~t~*10.4203.30840.02832.391693.851220.20405.83880.09166.871686.993830.29036.58230.53748.722183.867640.27166.23751.406610.277881.806350.22655.48932.632411.490980.160760.20204.72834.081712.442878.545170.25134.12335.611113.163876.850280.40363.70677.107813.701175.080690.66073.44678.502714.101473.2882101.00743.29299.766114.407271.5261111.42083.199410.894614.652469.8326121.87733.132811.899814.861968.2280132.35713.072312.798815.053266.7184142.84533.007113.609715.237665.3001153.33192.932514.348715.422063.9646

There is some contribution of economic growth and financial development to the consumption of energy i.e. 8.89% and 5.35% respectively. The contribution of emissions to energy consumption is about 39.14%. R&D expenditures contribute to energy consumption by 4.27%. A 42.33% of contribution to energy consumption is by innovative shocks stem in energy consumption. The innovations in emissions contribute to R&D expenditures by about 3.33%, whereas the contribution by financial development and energy consumption to R&D expenditures is about 14.34% and 15.42%. The contribution of economic growth to R&D expenditures is minimal i.e. 2.93%. A 63.96% is contributed to R&D expenditures by its own innovative shocks. Overall, we find that carbon emissions and economic growth are independent i.e. neutral effect. There was a unidirectional causal association from R&D expenditures to the growth of the economy. Financial development is also caused by but similar is not true from the opposite side. No causal relationship exists between economic growth and energy consumption. Energy consumption is the cause of carbon emissions. Financial development causes R&D expenditures, and R&D expenditures also cause energy consumption.

5. Robustness Checks {#sec0016}
====================

Results of conventional ADF unit root testing has shown that all the series were first differenced stationary. However, it is vital to test for the robustness of these results using the [@bib0063] approach which accounts for the structural break. The results of the ADF test with structural breaks supported the findings of conventional ADF test. All the series were found to be first differenced stationary in the presence of structural break (see Table A2) suggesting the robustness of our estimates. We also employed the [@bib0059] cointegration approach (see [Table 4](#tbl0004){ref-type="table"} ) which provided further support to findings on cointegration. Specifically, Max-Eigen statistic and Trace test statistic suggest rejection of the null hypothesis of no cointegration at 1% and 5% levels of statistical significance. This reveals that carbon function entails two cointegrating vectors. It can be argued that the confirmation of cointegration vectors in carbon emissions function shows the possibility of long-run association. There is an argument that when there is long-run equilibrium, there must be a short-run disequilibrium, it is important to check whether the cointegrating vectors are present in carbon emissions function. In such a case, the findings reveal that our cointegration analysis is robust and is reliable.Table 4Johansen Cointegration AnalysisTable 4Hypothesized\
No. of CE(s)Trace Stat.Sig.Max-Eigen Stat.Sig.*R* ≤ 0127.1424\*0.001347.6519\*\*0.0164*R* ≤ 179.4904\*\*0.048730.34770.2459*R* ≤ 249.14270.154624.60890.2371*R* ≤ 324.53320.411612.97280.6805*R* ≤ 411.56050.342810.93650.3167*R* ≤ 50.62440.42940.62440.4294[^3]

We have divided our sample into two sub-samples following [@bib0063] empirical results which indicated the presence of structural break for the year of 2008. The break in carbon emissions series relates to the global financial crisis that hit the UK economy. It is argued by [@bib0109] that existence of structural breaks in the data may affect the empirical results, therefore we should re-estimate empirical results by dividing the whole sample into sub-samples based on the indication of the structural break(s) to test the robustness of empirical findings. Due to the global financial crisis, UK manufacturing industry efficiency and productivity have been affected and the economy shifted from heavy industry towards advance industry and services which reduced electricity usage in the industrial sector. Similarly, Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (2018) reported that financial crisis is one of the factors pushed business and industrial sectors for energy efficiency and switching economy to lower carbon fuels which reduced carbon emissions. The empirical results of FMOLS, CCR and OLS with sub-samples are reported in [Table 5](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"} . We found that empirical results provided by FMOLS and CCR are similar to long-run empirical analysis. This validates the robustness of long-run empirical results. The empirical analysis of sub-samples also shows the presence of EKC for the period of 1870--2008. On the contrary, over the period of 2009--2017, we found no significant evidence of an inverted U-shaped relationship between the growth of economy and emissions. The empirical analysis confirms the presence of U-shaped relationship between economic growth and carbon emissions i.e. economic growth is negatively linked with carbon emissions initially, but economic growth increases carbon emissions are the higher level of GDP per capita. This is a crucial finding which implies that in contemporary Britain, the notion of the long-term negative impact of economic growth on emissions does not prevail in the Post-global crisis period. Concomitantly, it requires more emphasis and being more cautious about the implication of economic growth for the environment. Consumption of energy seems to have a dominant positive impact on emission in the pre (1870--2008) and post (2009--2017) break periods. The empirical results are also statistically very significant suggesting that an increase in energy consumption leads to higher consumption regardless of the period. Similarly, financial development also showed a very significant positive impact on emissions in both periods. The coefficients are positive and statistically significant suggesting that financial development in the UK has severe ecological implications which as important in the post and pre-global financial crisis periods. Lastly, R&D expenditures have a negative and statistically very significant effect on carbon emissions. The empirical results are consistent with the earlier estimations using FMOLS and CCR approaches, which reflects the robustness of our results but is most importantly the prima facie evidence of the importance of R&D in tackling emissions.Table 5Long-Run Analysis Robustness CheckTable 5Response Variable: ln *C~t~*VariablesFMOLSCCROLS (1870-2008)OLS (2009-2017)Coef.T-Stat.Coef.T-Stat.Coef.T-Stat.Coef.T-Stat.Constant-24.3260\*-12.1321-24.2741\*-12.2479-23.6571\*-15.68402.34590.0158ln *Y~t~*6.3621\*15.54316.3661\*15.78716.1345\*19.8561-3.5441\*\*\*-1.9221$\ln Y_{t}^{2}$-0.3531\*-15.9852-0.3531\*-16.1821-0.3427\*-20.58740.1833\*\*\*1.7980ln *E~t~*1.5143\*9.62241.4745\*8.54601.7476\*14.73228.0505\*9.0845ln *F~t~*0.1133\*4.70780.1124\*4.70210.1176\*6.45461.7905\*12.2351ln *R~t~*-0.0999\*-2.9016-0.0105\*\*-1.9598-0.0387\*\*-2.4609-0.7495\*-5.2601*D*~2008~-0.2124\*-8.7142-0.2139\*-8.4627**................***R*^2^0.88430.88330.87390.9985$Adj - R^{2}$0.87930.87830.86910.9970[^4]

6. Conclusion and Policy Implications {#sec0017}
=====================================

In the context of the 4^th^ industrial revolution, global decarbonisation and UK\'s legally binding commitment to a net-zero emission target, we investigated the historical determinants of CO~2~ emissions. Specifically, we focused on the potential role of economic growth, R&D expenditures, financial development, and energy consumption in determining the dynamics of CO~2~ emissions. This exercise was important for two reasons. First, the 4^th^ industrial revolution through its disruptive technological advances is not only fundamentally changing socio-economic and financial systems, but also creates opportunities for a zero-carbon future. Second, as a signatory of the Paris Agreement, the United Kingdom is the first developed economy and G-7 member that has committed to achieving a net-zero carbon emissions target by 2050.

Our empirical results lead us to conclude on the presence of long-run association among the underlying variables. Specifically, the EKC hypothesis is validated for the UK, which implies that in the short run economic growth damages the environment, and beyond the threshold level it improves environmental quality. The post-global financial crisis period, however, showed less support to this notion. It implies that in the current climate, the ecological consequences of economic growth should be given an utmost priority in the policy-making to achieve a sustainable natural environment. Economic growth in the United Kingdom has been buoyant after the Brexit referendum, although the rate of growth has been modest by historical averages. Considering the recent and future events, the impact of COVID-19 and British membership of the European Union, as well as the effects on its economic growth and probable policy response, pose a whole set of economic and ecological challenges. In the policy setting, it implies that to achieve the target of a carbon-free economy by 2050, Britain needs to develop the right attitude of building a clean environment while enhancing the economic activities. Concomitantly, emphasis should be given to investments in projects, which are more sustainable, as well as the facilitation of sustainable consumption. Our empirical results suggest that excessive energy consumption hits the environment of the UK very severely. This reflects the significance of energy usage not merely in the facilitation of economic activity but its ecological consequences. It is quite alarming and indicates a climate urgency for the UK government to revisit its energy policy. There is prima facie evidence that the energy mix adopted so far has been leading to significant environmental degradation. Therefore, it is important that the energy policy and energy mix are revisited. More emphasis should be given on renewable energy usage if the target of a carbon-free economy is to be met by 2050.

The British financial sector is one of the largest financial sectors in the world and it is multiple folds larger than some of the other sectors of the economy. This size and significance are also evident in its environmental footprint. Our finding leads us to conclude on the significant role of financial development in environmental degradation. In a policy setting, it implies that where the financial sector is important for the real economy, it has crucial implications for environmental stability. Therefore, financial activities and development should be focused on improving environmental quality, and such forms of financialization should be encouraged, which are more sustainable. Green and sustainable finance are to be the focus of public and macroeconomic policymaking. Allocation of financial resources to environmentally less efficient sectors should be discouraged, while at the same time resources should be allocated to more sustainable sectors. Our empirical results on R&D expenditures lead us to conclude that R&D expenditures are beneficial for the natural environment. The statistics showed very strong and empirically robust results, which give us strong confidence to infer that R&D is key to tackling environmental challenges. Therefore, in policy setting and particularly to curb carbon emissions, it is vital to focus the public policy and allocation of resources to research and development. This will facilitate the efforts to cut carbon emissions to a net of zero.

The nonlinear association between development in the financial system and environmental pollution was found to be U-shaped. This is a quite alarming finding, implying that the increase in financial development causes environmental degradation, which does not diminish with increasing financialization. Given that the British financial sector is developed and still growing with its gigantic size and global significance, it is vital to take into account its environmental consequences. In a policy setting, the allocation of financial resources should be channelled to environment-friendly and sustainable sectors. The policy of facilitation of financial development without its environmental consequences could have a drastic impact on the environment. The results of linear and squared terms of R&D expenditures showed positive and negative effects on environmental pollution, respectively, i.e. an inverted U-shaped relationship. This suggests that increasing innovation expenditures adds to the improvement of environmental health, and hence in policy setting, more expenditures on innovation may result in a better environment. Our findings have profound implication for tackling the environmental challenges and the ambitions of the British government to meet its Paris Agreement commitments, as it has committed to cut net emissions to zero by 2050.
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Appendix {#sec0019}
========

[Table A1](#tbl0006){ref-type="table"} , [Table A2](#tbl0007){ref-type="table"} , [Table A3](#tbl0008){ref-type="table"} , [Table A4](#tbl0009){ref-type="table"} Table A1Correlation Analysis and Descriptive StatisticsTable A1ln *C~t~*ln *Y~t~*ln *F~t~*ln *E~t~*ln *R~t~*Mean7.87108.95704.00592.15772.2166Median7.90408.83893.87382.16982.0613Maximum8.064710.1895.18392.23906.2353Minimum7.36678.06813.45571.9513-1.5315Std. Dev.0.13650.63930.41670.05012.5898Skewness-1.31950.46471.3761-0.92980.1511Kurtosis4.85441.92784.08604.29091.5582Jarque-Bera0.64150.12400.53980.31600.1338Probability0.50500.82020.52430.79890.8120Sum1164.901325.64592.88319.33328.07Sum Sq. Dev.2.739460.090525.53410.3702986.0106ln *C~t~*1ln *Y~t~*0.11741ln *F~t~*0.59890.61661ln *E~t~*0.19760.64970.21041ln *R~t~*-0.05760.97640.5474-0.55831Table A2Unit-Root TestTable A2ADF TestADF Test with BreakT-Stat.Sig.T-Stat.Sig.Date of Breakln *C~t~*0.83700.9989-1.75850.99192008ln *Y~t~*-2.13600.5211-4.02960.35371916ln *F~t~*-2.00190.5951-4.02340.35471985ln *E~t~*-1.55440.6253-1.70060.99281918ln *R~t~*-2.24690.4598-3.06860.89041887Δln *C~t~*-11.5919\*0.0000-13.2126\*0.00011921Δln *Y~t~*-8.7985\*0.0000-9.4611\*0.00011919Δln *F~t~*-8.0542\*0.0000-9.0763\*0.00011987Δln *E~t~*-10.3711\*0.0000-10.8070\*0.00001933Δln *R~t~*-9.1651\*0.0000-10.7298\*0.00001920[^5]Table A3The Bounds Cointegration AnalysisTable A3Bounds Testing Approach to CointegrationDiagnosticsModelLagsBreak YearF-statistic$\chi_{NORMAL}^{2}$$\chi_{ARCH}^{2}$$\chi_{RESET}^{2}$$\chi_{SERIAL}^{2}$CUSUMCUSUM~SQ~$C_{t} = f\left( Y_{t},Y_{t}^{2},E_{t},\, F_{t},\, R_{t} \right)$6, 6, 5, 6, 5, 6200813.349\*0.18221.74772.35620.0244StableStable$Y_{t} = f\left( C_{t},Y_{t}^{2},E_{t},\, F_{t},\, R_{t} \right)$6, 6, 6, 5, 6, 619162.16120.40132.10120.13051.0017UnstableStable$Y_{t}^{2} = f\left( C_{t},Y_{t},E_{t},\, F_{t},\, R_{t} \right)$6, 6, 6, 5, 6, 619162.61020.11911.01021.10032.0052UnstableUnstable$E_{t} = f\left( C_{t},Y_{t},Y_{t}^{2},\, F_{t},\, R_{t} \right)$6, 5, 5, 5, 5, 6191811.7128\*2.03022.10010.307050.1500StableStable$F_{t} = f\left( C_{t},\, Y_{t},Y_{t}^{2},E_{t},\, R_{t} \right)$6, 6, 6, 5, 5, 5198521.1722\*1.30032.10212.10050.3035StableStable$R_{t} = f\left( C_{t},\, Y_{t},Y_{t}^{2},E_{t},\, F_{t} \right)$6, 6, 5, 6, 5, 6188714.8301\*1.22082.20212.11530.3112StableStableStatistical SignificanceCritical values (T = 52)L.B *I*(0)U.B *I*(1)1 %7.3178.705 %5.3606.37310 %4.4375.377[^6]Table A4Bootstrapped ARDL AnalysisTable A4Bootstrapped ARDL EstimationDiagnostic testingModelsLagsBreak dateF~PSS~T~DV~T~IV~${\overline{R}}^{2}$$Q - stat$*LM*(2)*JB*$C_{t} = f\left( Y_{t},Y_{t}^{2},E_{t},\, F_{t},\, R_{t} \right)$6, 6, 5, 6, 5, 6200810.105\*-3.2209\*\*-4.2704\*\*\*0.76095.80882.70500.9015$Y_{t} = f\left( C_{t},Y_{t}^{2},E_{t},\, F_{t},\, R_{t} \right)$6, 6, 6, 5, 6, 619162.908-1.80580.80650.63166.16070.40600.7777$Y_{t}^{2} = f\left( C_{t},Y_{t},E_{t},\, F_{t},\, R_{t} \right)$6, 6, 6, 5, 6, 619163.161-1.82901.05050.75925.60431.20050.7002$E_{t} = f\left( C_{t},Y_{t},Y_{t}^{2},\, F_{t},\, R_{t} \right)$6, 5, 5, 5, 5, 6191812.615\*-7.1511\*-5.6191\*\*\*0.60384.27020.30500.8202$F_{t} = f\left( C_{t},\, Y_{t},Y_{t}^{2},E_{t},\, R_{t} \right)$6, 6, 6, 5, 5, 5198513.159\*-7.9809\*-4.0901\*0.71545.80202.10350.6657$R_{t} = f\left( C_{t},\, Y_{t},Y_{t}^{2},E_{t},\, F_{t} \right)$6, 6, 5, 6, 5, 6188712.206\*-8.4945\*-4.8065\*0.22226.20022.10510.9205[^7]

In their recent study, [@bib0020] found that climate change increases sovereign risk for G7 countries.

Prior to this legislation, the UK had a climate policy stringency that was comparable to other Western European countries. For instance, between 1995 and 2009, on average the UK had the 11^th^ strictest climate regulation out of 28 OECD countries, placing after countries like Denmark, Sweden, and Germany, but ahead of Finland, France, and Greece ([@bib0005]).

Nonetheless, this study is not the first one examining the determinants of CO~2~ emissions for the UK. The recent study by [@bib0023] used panel data for G7 countries and also highlighted the importance of considering long-run historical data. However, our study is different from [@bib0023]. It used the bootstrapping ARDL bounds testing approach within a time series framework to examine both the short-run and long-run effects. Furthermore, we employed additional determinants of CO~2~ emissions, i.e. financial development and energy consumption.

The study by [@bib0043] for India reports no causality while linking the relationship between growth and pollution.

[@bib0023] used panel data on G7 economies while examining the linkage between R&D intensity and pollution level. Their empirical evidence is less helpful to policymakers while designing environmental policy to R&D expenditures as key tool to improve environmental quality especially at the country-level.

We have updated the data for all variables using the World Development Indicators (CD-ROM 2019) for the years 1870-2017.

The traditional ARDL approach to cointegration is applicable if we have a mixed order of integration among variables.

Then the Chancellor of Exchequer Nigel Lawson suspended targeting broad money in 1985 giving the reason that the monetary aggregates were being distorted by financial liberalisation.

[^1]: Note: \*, \*\*, and \*\*\* show significance at 1%, 5%% and 10% levels, respectively.

[^2]: Note: CUSUM and CUSUMsq suggested parameter stability.

[^3]: Notes: \* and \*\* depict statistical significance at 1%, and 5% levels. MacKinnon et al. (1999) p-values are employed.

[^4]: Notes: \*, \*\*, and \*\*\* depict statistical significance at 1%, 5%% and 10% levels.

[^5]: Note: \* shows significance at 1%.

[^6]: Note: \* represents 1% statistical significance level. The AIC is used for optimal lag length section.

[^7]: Note: \*, \*\* and \*\*\* are 1%, 5% and 10% levels of statistical significance. For optimal lag length selection, the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) is used. Using asymptotic critical bounds generated by bootstrapping, the F-statistic F~PSS~ ([@bib0091]) is calculated. T~DV~ and T~IV~ are t-statistics for dependent and independent variables, JB is Jarque-Bera and LM is the Langrage Multiplier test.
